
Khmer Lesson 

Reading text: “The Old Woman and the Hare” 

Level: Intermediate Low 

Objectives 

Content objectives:  

Students will be able to  

-Describe the attitude and behavior of the main characters in the text 

-Discuss the significance of the Hare in Khmer folklore (A hare is often considered as a smart person 

who can solve problem well and quickly and can also play trick) 

-Identify key personality characteristics of the Hare that are highly regarded in Khmer culture  

-Identify and analyze the moral of the fable 

Language objectives:  

Students will be able to 

-Talk about the characters in the text using the related vocabulary such as:  

 រក  (to find) 
 អាហារ   (food) 
 សេចកដ ី (a word placed in front of a verb to make it into a noun). There is an example in 

the text. 
 ធងីសោង (dizzy) 
 ស្េបក ់ (one moment) 
 ទលូ  (to carry a basket on top of the head) 
 កស ជ្ ើ   ( a kind of basket) 
 សធវើជាស្លា ប ់ (pretend to be dead) 
 ដសូចនេះ  (therefore) 

I.Pre-Activity: 

-Purpose: The teacher tells the students that we are going to read a short story entitled “How the hare 



ate an old woman’s bananas”.  The teacher shows a picture of a hare to class. 

-Activate: 

The activity begins at a personal level, asking students the following questions: 

1. Have you ever seen a hare? 

2. Where did you see it? 

3. What do hares eat? 

4. What does it mean to be a hare in Khmer culture? Do you think a hare represent a good character or a 

bad character? Why?  

 

Individual student come up with their knowledge of a hare’s characteristics.  

 

a. Introduce and define terms :  សដើររកអាហារកនុងព្រៃ   looking for food in the forest  

and  សធវើជាស្លា ប ់  (pretend to be dead) by using a drawing of a hare walking in the forest looking for 

food, and another drawing of a hare pretending to be dead. 

-Anticipate: Show students a short Warner Brothers cartoon featuring the popular character “Bugs 

Bunny” for 1 minute. 

1.Who are the characters? 

 2.What happened in the cartoon?   

 3.What do you know about Bugs Bunny?   

 4.Is Bugs Bunny good or bad? Why? 

(In a class with international students who aren’t familiar with the cartoon, a Khmer hare 

picture can be used)  (picture attached) 

 

-Have students read the title of the story “How the Hare ate an old woman’s bananas”.  Students will  

answer the questions:  

 
1. Where was the hare? 

2. What was the hare doing? 

3. Where did the hare see the woman? 

4. Why did the hare eat the woman’s bananas? 

5. Did the woman know that the hare ate her bananas? 

6. What happed after the hare ate the bananas? 

 

-Introduce key words by using pictures, and/or vocabulary that they learned before, keeping in mind 

the inquiry technique.  For example, to introduce the word ធងីសោង (dizzy) I will ask, how do you 



feel when you are very hungry and you  haven’t got anything to eat for a day?” etc. 

 រក  (to find) 
 អាហារ   (food) 
 សេចកដ ី (a word placed in front of a verb to make it into a noun) 
 ធងីសោង (dizzy) 
 ស្េបក ់ (one moment) 
 ទលូ  (to carry a basket on top of one’s head) 
 កស ជ្ ើ   ( a kind of basket) 
 សធវើជាស្លា ប ់ (pretend to be dead) 
 ដសូចនេះ  (therefore) 

 

II.Main Activity: 

a.Skimming:  

–Students skim the story and check their predictions 

-Ask students to rearrange these sentences into a correct order. 

 

វាបានឃ ើញយាយចាស់ម្នា ក់ទូលកឃ ជ្ ើមួយម្ននឃេក (the hare saw the woman with a basket of 

bananas on her head) 

ទនាយឃ ើររកអាហារកាុងព្រៃ   (the hare was looking for food in the forest) 

វាឃ្វើជាស្លា ប់ឃ កសតូកសតឹងឃៅកណ្តត លផ្ាូវ (The hare laid down in the middle of the path and  

pretended to be dead ) 

ទនាយសុ៊ីឃេកអស់    (The hare ate all the bananas) 

យាយចាស់ឃ ើញទនាយ  ក៍ឃរ ើសទនាយដាក់កាុងកឃ ជ្ ើ(the woman saw the hare, picked it up, and 

put it in the basket) 

 



b.Scanning :  

b1-Students complete the chart below by using the following words: the elder woman or the hare 

(some of the words can be used twice.) 

 

Characters in the text    តអួងគ  Activities េកម្មភាៃ 

_______________    សដើររកអាហារកនុងព្រៃ (looking for food in the forest) 

_______________    ធងីសោង (dizzy) 

_______________    ទលូកស ជ្ ើមានសចកនិងបន្នាសៃញ 

(to carry a basket full of bananas and vegetables on 
top of one’s head) 

_______________    នឹកចងេ់ុីសចក (think and want to eat bananas) 

_______________    មានឧបាយកលម្ួយ (has a trick) 

_______________    នឹកស្លា នថាវាស្លា ប ់(think that the hare is dead) 

______________    ព្ងៃសនេះ អញគតិេាេុីសអាយឆ្ងៃ ញ់ម្តង 

       (today I am going to make tasty stew) 

______________ សោតយ៉ា ងសលឿនសចញៃីកស ជ្ ើ  (leapt out of the 
basket) 

  

 



b2. Have the students break up into groups and assign each group one paragraph. Each group will then 

present what happens in the paragraph and answer the following questions: 

1. What happened? 

2. What can you tell about the Hare in your section?  

 

b3-Role play: 

-Students will prepare a role play: one student acts as the elder woman and a second student acts as the 

hare. 

c.Language Focus: Students are asked to find the meanings of the words with which they are 

unfamiliar.   

-i.Locate & underline the following words in the text below: 

អាហារ  សេចកដី  ធីងសោង 

ស្េបក ់  កស ជ្ ើ    ដសូចនេះ 



 



ii. Find synonyms to the new words.  Match each of the words on the left columns to its synonym on 

the right column. Each word on the left has at least one synonym on the right. You need not use all the 

words on the right. 

 

New vocabulary   Synonym 

1.អាហារ    សម្ើលស េះ សម្ើលសនេះ 

2.ម្ួយស្េបក ់ .  សរ ើេ 

3.នឹកស្លា ន    ម្ហូ ប 

4.សម្ើល យ សម្ើលអាយ  ម្ួយន្លាត 

      គិត 
III.Post-Activity: 

-Ask students to locate Khmer people in their family or the community. Tell them the Khmer story 

about the Hare and draw a picture depicting a critical moment in the story.  

 

-Students work in pair to discuss the following questions: 

1.What does the text teach you about? 

2.What is the importance of being a good person in the society? 

3.If you were the elder woman, how would you feel? 

4.If you were the hare, would you eat the woman’s bananas or would you go find food somewhere else? 

 

 

 

 

 


